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ABSTRACT. In this paper, we show that if N is a closed manifold with hyperhopfian fundamental
group, 7r,(N) 0 for 1 < _< n and S is a simply connected manifold, then N S satisfies the
property that all proper, surjective maps from an orientable (n + 2)-manifold M to a 2-manifold B for
which each p-1 (b) is homotopy equivalent to N x S" necessarily are approximate fibrations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the study of proper maps between manifolds, the concepts of approximate fibrations play very

important roles because it has nice and useful properties just as Hurewicz fibrations. As a generalizatio,

of Hurewicz fibrations and cell-like maps, the concept of an approximate fibration is initially introduced

by Coram and Duvall [I ].
A proper map p" M ---, B between locally compact ANR’s is called a approximate fibranon if it

has the following approximate homotopy lifting property for all spaces: given an open cover e of B, an

arbitrary space X, and two maps g X ---, M and X x I --, b such that p o g F0, there exists a map

G X x I M such that Go g and p o G is e-close to F.
If a proper map p:M B is an approximate fibration, then the point inverses are homotopy

equivalent to each other. Naturally, the question arises as to under what conditions the converse of this

fact holds. Many people have been interested in a setting which forces any proper map defined on an

arbitrary manifold of a specified dimension to be an approximate fibration merely due to the fact that all

point preimages are copies of some closed manifold N. In this paper, we mainly concentrate on such a

closed n-manifold when the dimension ofM is particularly n + 2.

We assume all spaces are locally compact, metrizable ANR’s, and all manifolds are finite dimensional,

orientable, connected and boundaryless. A manifold M is said to be closed ifM is compact, connected

and boundaryless. A closed n-manifold N is called a codimension 2fibrator if, whenever p M B is

a proper map from an arbitrary (n + 2)-manifold M to a 2-manifold B such that each point preimage

homotopy equivalent to N, p M ---, B is an approximate fibration.

The degree of a map R N ---, N, where N is a closed manifold, is the nonnegative integer d such

that the induced endomorphism of H,(N; Z) Z amounts to multiplication by d, up to sign Note that
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a degree one map/i" N -, N induces homology isomorphisms R. Hz(N) -, Hi(N) for all integers
_> 0. The continmty set C ofp" M --, B consists ofthose points c E B such that, under any retraction

/i p-lU -, p-lc defined over a neighborhood U C B of c, c has another neighborhood V C U sch
that RIp-b p-lb --, p-lc is a degree one map for all b E V. The continuity set C is the maximal open
subset of B over which the nth cohomology sheaf of the map p is locally constant. In [2], several
characterizations for an approximate fibration were described. As a matter of fact, the essential point
whether or not a proper map is an approximate fibration depends on the fact that any retraction

/i" p-U --, p-lb restricts to homotopy equivalences p-lc --, p-b for all c sufficiently close to b [2].
The following terms efficiently aid to convert a homology equivalence into a homotopy equivalence.

A closed manifold N is called Hopfian if every degree one map N N which induces a

aulomorphism is a homotopy equivalence. A group H is Hopfian if every epimorphism H H is

necessarily an isomorphism, while a finitely presented group H is hyperhopfian if every endomorphism
H ---+ H with (H) normal and H/(H) cyclic is an automorphism. A hyperhopfian group implies

a Hopfian one but the converse does not hold.

Daverman ([3],[4]) has shown that each of a simply connected closed manifold and an aspherical
closed manifold with hyperhopfian fundamental group is a codimension 2 fibrator. The problem whether

the class of codimension 2 fibrators is closed under finite product is not yet settled. A particular class of

all closed surfaces with negative Euler characteristics is closed, which is claimed by Im ([5]). Also we

extended this result to the extent that any product of an n-sphere S"(r > 1) and a finite product
closed surfaces ofgenus at least 2 is a codimension 2 fibrator ([6]).

The purpose of this paper is to extend the above results so that any finite product of a simply
connected closed manifold S" and a closed manifold N with hyperhopfian fundamental group and

r, (N) 0 for I < _< r is a codimension 2 fibrator.

2. PRELIMINARIES
The investigation about codimension 2 fibrators compared with other codimensions is easier to

approach due to the following result.

LEMMA 2.1 [6]. If G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of an ( + 2)-manifold M into

closed n-manifolds, then the decomposition space B( M/G) is a 2-manifold and D B\C is locally

finite in B, where C represents the continuity set ofthe decomposition map p" M --, B
Because of the local finiteness of D, we can localize the problem to that of an open disk B, proved

that p is an approximate fibration over the continuity set C, so that p" M, B is an approximate

fibration over B b for some b B. In such a case, the homotopy exact sequence for p over B\b can

be reduced to a short exact sequence as follows:

0 7r2(B b) --, 7rl (p-1 (c)) --, 7rl (M p-i(b)) --, I(B b)
_
Z --, 0,

where c is any point of B\b. Hence, if each preimage of p has the same homotopy type as N, me
hyperhopfian property ofr (N) makes the continuity set C the whole set B. And so, the hyperhopfian

property is very valuable on discussing codimension 2 fibrators.

We state the established results about codimension 2 fibrators.

THEOREM 2.2 [4]. All closed, Hopfian manifolds with hyperhopfian fundamental group is a

codimension 2 fibrator.

THEOREM 2.3 [3]. Every simply connected closed manifold is a codimension 2 fibrator.

The idea ofthe proof is to show that the continuity set ofthe decomposition map p M"+2 M/G
is the entire set M/G.

A closed surface with negative Euler characteristic has a hyperhopfian fundamental group [4]
Therefore, from Theorem 2.2 and 2.3, the following corollary follows
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COROLLARY 2.4. Every closed surface F with nonzero Euler characteristic is a codimension 2
fibrator.

THEOREM 2.5 [5]. Any finite product N- F1 x F2 x-.. x F,, of closed surfaces F, (i 1,-..,
ofgenus at least 2 is a codimension 2 fibrator.

Since an n-sphere Sr‘ is a simply connected closed manifold, each of the fimdamental group and the
first homology group of Sr‘ F1 x x F,,, is isomorphic to each of those of F x x F. Taking
advantage of the method in the proof of Theorem 2.5 and the fact that Sr‘ x F x F,, is a Hopfian
manifold, we can obtain the next consequence.

THEOREM 2.6. A finite product N S" x F x Ft, of n-sphere S"(n > 1) and closed
orientable surfaces Fi (i 1,-.-, m) with negative Euler characteristics is a codimension 2 fibrator.

3. MAIN RESULTS
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let S be a simply connected closed n-manifold and N be a closed

manifold with r,(N) --0 for 1 < < n. If R" S N --, S x N is a degree one map, then so is

pr oR o S S, where pr S x N S is the first projection and S - S x N is an inclusion map.
PROOF. Assume that R S x N S x N is a degree one map. By taking a universal coveting

space (, 0) ofN, (S x , id x 0)is a universal covering space ofS x N.
Let " S --, S x be a continuous map for which (id x O)o and S x ’ S x be a

continuous map such that R o (id x 0) (id x 0)o by the liting property. Consider the following
commutative diagram

where q is the projection from S .g omo S. Because of r,(N) 0 for 1 < < n, we obtain that

r, () 0 for 1 < < n, and then Hi (/’) 0 for 1 < < n. According to the Ktinneth Theorem,
H,., (S x ) H,,(S) and H,.,(S x N) is isomorphic to the direct sum of ,"=oH,.,_,(S) (R) H,(N) and

,"$0H,,_,_(S). Hi(N). Then it easily checked that i. oq. (id x 0). as homomorphisms from

H,,(S x N) to itself, and by the diagram chasing, tL(H,(S)) C H,(S) holds when we restrict/L to

H.(S) c H.(S x N).
Rewrite Mr,(S x N) in a form {torsion-free} {torsion}. Since is an isomorphism, the

restriction of/L to {torsion-free} of H,.,(S x N) is an isomorphism and induces an invertible k x k

matrix ofthe following form

K** K2 .Kit:
.K21 .K22 K2k

K K: K,k

Here Kll is the matrix corresponding to the map/LIH,(S) H,(S) H,(S) and Ki is the matrix

induced by the homomorphism from the i-th direct summand to the j-th direct summand of torsion-free

part ofH.(S x N).
Since R.(Hr‘(S)) c H(S), the restriction Pl{torsion-free} ofP doesn send first factor H(S)

to any direct summand except itself and thus Klj is zero for each j 2,..., k. Hence, the isomorphism

/L[{torsion-free} induces deCK 4-1 and detK + 1, so that pr oR oi is a degree one map.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let S be a simply connected closed n-manifold and N be a closed aspherical

m-manifold. If R: S x N --, S x N is a degree one map, then so is pro R o S ---, S, where

pr S N -, S is the first projection and S --, S x N is an inclusion map.
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COROLLARY 3.3. Let S be a simply connected closed r=manifold and N be a finite product of
closed orientable surfaces with nonpositive Euler characteristics. Then for every degree one map
R" S x N - S’ x N, pro R o i" S -. S is a degree one map.

PROOF. Every closed orientable surface except 2-sphere is aspherical and their finite product is a

closed aspherical manifold.
REMARK. In the above corollary, a degree one map R" $1 x $2 $1 x $2 on a product of

closed simply connected manifolds S and $2 cannot guarantee that the degree of the restriction R[S is
one, so that the condition nonpositive Euler characteristic cannot be omitted.

The following theorem is the main result in this section.

THEOREM 3.4. Let S be a closed simply connected manifold, and N be a closed manifold with

hyperhopfian fundamental group and r, (N) 0 for I < < r. Then S x N is a codimension 2 fibrator.
PROOF. Since the fundamental group of S x N is isomorphic to the hyperhopfian group

it suffices to show that S N is a Hopfian manifold by means of Theorem 2.2. Assume that
/i" S x N --, S x N is a degree one map. Since a degree one map between compact orientable
manifolds of the same dimension induces a q-epimorphism ([8]), Re "q (S N) rl (S x N) is an

epimorphism and actually it is a q-isomorphism by the Hopfian property of rl (N).
To claim that R is a homotopy equivalence, let us consider/ 7r,(S x N) --, 7r,(S x N) for > 2.

By Proposition 3.1, the degree of pro R o S ---, S is one and so pr. o/L o io H,(S) --, H, (S) is an

isomorphism for each > 1. Since S is simply connected, we can apply the Whitehead theorem and
obtain that (pro R o i)# ri (S) --, ri (S) is a 7r,-isomorphism for > 1. Implying the fact that

7ri(S x N)
_

7r,(S) x 7r,(N)
_

ri(S) for each > n, P 7ri(S x N) --, r(S x N) is an isomorphism
for each > n. Since R has the property R _, we obtain that R is a homotopy equivalence. Therefore,
S x N is a Hopfian manifold.

COROLLARY 3.5. Let S be a closed simply connected manifold, and N be a closed asphefical
manifold with hyperhopfian fundamental group. Then S x N is a codimension 2 fibrator.

COROLLARY 3.6. Let , be a closed simply connected manifold, and F be a closed surface with

nonzero Euler characteristic. Then S x F is a codimension 2 fibrator.
PROOF. If the Euler characteristic of F is negative, its fundamental group is hyperhopfian [4].

Otherwise, F is homeomorphic to 2-sphere and then S x F is simply connected. Hence, it is a

codimension 2 fibrator.

COROLLARY 3.7. Let S be a closed simply connected manifold, and N be a finite product of
closed surfaces with nonzero Euler characteristic. Then ’ x N is a codimension 2 fibrator.

PROOF. If a closed surface F has a positive Euler characteristic, then F is a 2-sphere. Therefore,
we can rewrite ’ x N as S" x N’, where S’ is simply connected and N’ is a" product of closed surfaces
with negative Euler characteristic. Since N’ is a closed asphefical manifold with hyperhopfian
fundamental group [4], S x N is a codimension 2 fibrator.
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